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where (u.,v.) are the velocity components, Ou COy
where Be = p_L/#.
By taking the divergence of the momentum equation and ,usingthe continuityequation, we obtain a PDE forthe pressurein the form: 
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For example, with gn = g22 = g = In r, we have
Note that when gll is a source, the associated functions required to ensure mass conservation gij (i _ j) turn out to be vortices. The solutionsforother auxiliarybases q'_ij (i j) forgiven _kii are shown below:
If nd terms are selected in the GIF series, then the coefficients
are determined by enforcing the momentum equations at nd collocation points. The strengths a.'i (i = 1.2, 3) of the sources/vortices are determined by enforcing the boundary conditions at selected nb boundary nodes.
The details of the numerical implementation is outlined later.
BEM-GIF Equations
V_:e distribute sources of strength _1 (for ¢) and w2 (for _') on the boundary r.
The complete solution can be written in the form:
The coefficients Bit (i = 1,2) are determined by enforcing equations (15) 
Streamfunction-Vorticity Formulation
In two-dimensional flow, the streamfunction and vorticity ¢" are defined by
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When these are used in the governing equations, the continuity equation is automatically satisfled, and the momentum equations become:
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Taking the divergence of the momentum equation and enforcing mass conservation, the pertinent PDE for the pressure is:
BEM-GIF Equations
The fundamental solution for three-dimensional must satisfy convection-free
where15 is the Dirac delta function applied at point x = (x,y.z), and felt at the point x = (z', y', z'). The closed form solution for g is easily shown to be (Jaswon X: Symm
The full solution can be written in the form
4 Sources/Dipoles By selecting gll = g'.: = g33 = g44 = g = 1/r and enforcing continuity.
the functions go (i # j) are given by:
cosh(mkz)cosh(nky) cosh(/kz) then for mass to be automatically conserved, the auxiliary functions Okij (i # j) are given by: 
BEM/GIF Equations
Vfe write the solution in the form: 
GIF Coefficients Determination
The algebraicequationsfordetermining the GIF coefficients 3 are nonlinear,on account of the convective terms. Therefore, the solutionprocess has to be iterative. We startby assuming a convection-free flow,so that allthe 3 values axe set to zero initially. We then compute the error E in the transportequation for8 at each of the nd collocation points. The error A8 is assumed to be relatedto E through
where A is a relaxation parameter.
The error A/9 is a function of the errors in the GIF coefficients.
That is:
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Hence, by computing A/9 for all nd points and all flow variables we have a system of equations:
which when inverted gives:
The iterative steps are:
1. Start with atrial 3k (k = 1,2,''-nd) for all flow variables.
We have found a zero initial value to be the most convenient.
2. Obtain W using equation (39). 6
. Use discretized forms of the appropriale integral equations to compute t9. V/9 at all ,,_ points.
4.
Compute the error _ in the transport equation at each of the collocation points.
Use equation (42) to compute new values of 6. Go back to
Step 2 if convergence condition is still unsatisfied.
Note that the matrix inversions in equations (39) and (42) 
BEM Codes & Preliminary Tests
Four boundary element codes were developed. These include:
I. PRIM-2D This is a two-dimensional generalpurpose boundary element solverbased on the use of primitivevariables. The code can be applied to any geometry. Benchmark testsused global interpolationfunctions drawn from families of trigonometric, hyperbolic, radial, polynomial,wavelet,and Chebychev functions.
.
VORT-2D
This a two-dimensional code based on a streamfunction-vorticity formulation. The GIF bases enumerated in (1) were tested. This is an ongoing research effort.
We plan to report the comprehensive performance characteristics of all four BEM modules in an upcoming publication.
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